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Genetic diversity in populations across Latin America:
implications for population and medical genetic studies
Gillian M Belbin1,2,3, Maria A Nieves-Colón4,5,
Eimear E Kenny1,2,3, Andres Moreno-Estrada4,8 and
Christopher R Gignoux6,7,8
Hispanic/Latino (H/L) populations, although linked by culture
and aspects of shared history, reflect the complexity of history
and migration influencing the Americas. The original
settlement by indigenous Americans, followed by postcolonial
admixture from multiple continents, has yielded localized
genetic patterns. In addition, numerous H/L populations
appear to have signatures of pre-colonization and postcolonization bottlenecks, indicating that tens of millions of H/
Ls may harbor signatures of founder effects today. Based on
both population and medical genetic findings we highlight the
extreme differentiation across the Americas, providing
evidence for why H/Ls should not be considered a single
population in modern human genetics. We highlight the need
for additional sampling of understudied H/L groups, and
ramifications of these findings for genomic medicine in onetenth of the world’s population.

Introduction
The intercontinental migrations of our recent evolutionary
history have drastically changed the genetic makeup of
human populations across the globe. Due to the confluence
of highly diverged ancestry components, the admixture process in Latin America is considered one of the most pervasive
forces having shaped diversity across two continents. Hispanic/Latino (H/L) populations are a heterogeneous group
whose genetic roots trace their origin back to multiple continental and subcontinental lineages, with a modern population
size over 700 million. Large-scale sampling efforts coupled
with advancing genomic technologies have shed light on the
admixture composition of H/L populations both at a continental scale [1–3], and regionally [4,5,6].
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A common finding across these studies and others is the
strong evidence of a correlation between genetic patterns
and geography, where the Native American fraction of
admixed genomes shows greater affinities with local
ethnic groups across the Americas. This is in part due
to isolation of the ancestral groups soon after divergence
and limited gene flow between them [7], but also because
such ancestral groups were characterized by extremely
small effective population sizes, creating a serial founder
effect during the colonization of the Americas. Overall,
this evolutionary pattern increased genetic differentiation
and population diversification, resulting in a strongly
substructured Native American population. Interestingly,
such substructure is mirrored in the ancestry composition
of admixed Latin Americans, supporting the importance
of characterizing H/L populations at a finer scale beyond
their continental ancestry proportions and questioning
the simplified view of encompassing a continent-wide
diversity in a single population group.

This review comes from a themed issue on Genetics of human
origins
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During Colonial times, not all Native American components contributed equally into the mixture of the emerging admixed population. In fact, some of the most isolated
components may have not contributed at all, like some
populations from desert or rainforest regions. Whereas
others, like the descendants of big civilizations such as the
Aztecs and the Mayans in Mesoamerica, or the Inca in
Peru, have had a major impact in the composition of large
present day populations across Latin America [8]. Likewise, only a fraction of all the possible sources from
www.sciencedirect.com
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Europe or Africa contributed to the mixture of H/L
populations and, more importantly, they have played a
differential role in shaping H/L genomes, with smaller
contributing components having a potential stronger
founder effect in the admixed population.
This mechanism is particularly relevant for disease mapping and medical genomic studies in H/L populations as
the allele frequency of deleterious variants and missense
mutations may have drastically changed from the patterns
observed within its source population compared to that in
H/L populations. Colonialism, through admixture and
history record assimilation, has also favored the erasing
of admixed individuals’ origins, so much of the specific
sources within the Americas, Europe, Africa and other
contributing regions like Asia and the Middle East,
remain largely uncharacterized. However, with the
increasing availability of global genomic data and more
sophisticated computational approaches to infer subcontinental ancestry components, these hidden ancestries are
being brought to light by recent and ongoing studies
aimed at filling the gaps in our understanding of H/L
population genetic architecture, including detailed sampling of indigenous communities [9]. Ongoing studies in
other parts of the world therefore are likely to improve H/
L genetic studies as well.

Deep structure in Hispanic/Latino groups
enriches for founder populations
In population genetics, the ‘founder effect’ is the loss of
genetic variation that occurs when a new population is
established by a relatively small number of individuals.
This process results in a randomly sampled genetic drift
of variants relative to the parent population. In this
scenario, potentially deleterious alleles can segregate at
appreciable frequencies and these alleles can contribute
substantially to the population specific disease burden of
founder populations. Consequently, in genetic research
much attention has been paid to populations that, due to
geographical or cultural isolation, or patterns of endogamy, migration and diaspora, share signatures of a founder
effect. In concert with the majority of genomic research,
much of the focus has been on founder populations of
European descent. Populations like the Icelandic, Sardinian, Finnish, and U.S. population isolates like the
Amish and Hutterites, have been extraordinarily important for advancing Mendelian and complex trait genetics
in European populations.
To date discovery efforts in non-European populations
remain limited. This is especially true of the Hispanic/
Latino (H/L) populations of the Americas. The term H/L
encompasses a broad and highly heterogeneous group of
populations. As mentioned, many of the contemporary H/
L populations are the result of complex, recent demographic events including admixture, bottlenecking, and
subsequent recent, rapid post-Colonial population
www.sciencedirect.com

growth. These demographic processes can result in
founder effects that can create the conditions necessary
for disease variants to drift to detectable frequencies.
This suggests that, similar to European founder populations, researching H/L could be instrumental in driving
discovery in both Mendelian and complex human disease. However, identifying these founder effects can be
challenging due to the relative under representation of
these population in genomic research databases, and that
the underlying processes of gene flow do not necessarily
correlate perfectly with the cultural, ethnic and regional
labels that are typically used in research to categorize
populations into discrete groups.
Some H/L groups have been studied via a classic founder
population framework. For example the population of the
Central Valley of Costa Rica (CVCR) has been studied as
a genetic isolate population using haplotype based
approaches to explore the genetic etiology of various
complex disorders such as bipolar disorder, schizophrenia
and asthma over the past two decades [10,11]. Recent
population genetic surveys, however, have made discoveries in ostensibly cosmopolitan H/L populations that
suggest founder effects may be more broadly ubiquitous
across Latin America. For example in two studies [12,13],
there was clear evidence of ancestry-specific bottlenecks,
measured both in the indigenous and European components of ancestry in populations throughout the Caribbean and in the populations from the Americas in the
1000 Genomes Project. A recent study improved on these
by systematically quantifying the relative magnitude of
founder effects on different ancestral backgrounds in
admixed H/L populations by estimating effective population size over time from the distribution of lengths of
identical-by-descent (IBD) haplotypes stratified by different continental ancestral origin [14]. Analyses of
Colombian, Puerto Rican, Dominican, Ecuadorian, Guatemalan, Cuban, Honduran, Mexican and Nicaraguan
populations derived from the Hispanic Community
Health Study/Study of Latinos (HCHS/SOL) revealed
variance in pre-admixture Ne, as well as a marked reduction in Ne around 12 generations ago, coincident with
European contact with the Americas.
Another prominent H/L founder population are the Honduran Garifuna. Thought to be descendants of West
African survivors of a shipwreck that crashed off the coast
of St. Vincent in 1635, who subsequently admixed with
the Island’s Native Carib population before eventually
being displaced to Central America [15], growing to over
1 million individuals today. Patterns of strong founder
effect in Garifuna have been detected in multiple large
independent population-scale studies inclusive of H/L
groups. Genetic inference of the historical effective population size (Ne) of the Garifuna estimated using IBD
supports this account; indicating that the population
underwent a profound bottleneck 12 generations ago,
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2018, 53:98–104
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with the minimum Ne inferred at 395 (95% CI: 352–466)
[16]. Similarly, analysis of mitochondrial data from Garifuna individuals revealed limited matrilineal diversity
[17,18].
Across these studies then, it is clear that the number of H/
L individuals with ancestry from founder populations is
quite high, at least in the tens of millions (Individuals of
Puerto Rican descent alone comprise over 9 million) to
possibly hundreds of millions. In contrast to typical,
smaller founder population studies in isolated regions,
studying H/L groups provides an opportunity to investigate impacts of these founder effects on health outcomes.
However, the number of founder population studies in H/
L groups is small compared to European ancestry founder
populations. Further, H/L’s represent <4% of current
large-scale genomic databases. The under representation
of H/L diversity in such resources indicates a missed
opportunity for genomic medicine discovery, potentially
perpetuating health disparities.

Implications for medical genetics
Substructure at Mendelian variants

The complex demographic history of H/L populations
has created the conditions necessary for rare variants to
drift to higher frequencies in a highly geographically
structured manner. This has important implications for
the landscape of clinical variation across the Americas.
To date myriad examples of clinical variants that are
segregating in specific H/L populations, while being
virtually absent elsewhere in the world have been
reported. For example founder mutations in BRCA1
and BRCA2 have been reported in germline cases of
breast cancer in Mexico [19], Chile [20] and Colombia
[21]. Additionally, multiple founder mutations have
been reported in individuals of Puerto Rican ancestry
(e.g. [22,23]). Furthermore a Caribbean H/L specific
founder variant in the PSEN1 gene confers susceptibility to early onset Alzheimer’s disease [24], notably a
disease for which the population prevalence is higher in
Caribbean H/L populations than in non-Hispanic
White Americans. Another example of an H/L founder
mutation is the GHR.pE180 variant underlying Laron
Syndrome. This specific variant is only found in regions
of Brazil, Chile and Ecuador, and has been observed to
be segregating at appreciable frequency in the Loja
region of Ecuador. Outside of H/L populations, this
variant has only otherwise been observed among
Sephardic Jews, and it has been postulated that the
variant was brought to the Americas via a Sephardic
founder effect [25]. With the growth of sequencing for
medical diagnosis in patients with suspected genetic
disorders in research and health systems, additional
examples of founder mutations in H/L populations
from across the Americas continue to be reported in
the clinical literature.
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Given the preponderance of founder effects in H/L
groups, another model for Mendelian variant discovery
that has emerged recently is the incidental discovery of
founder mutations in large population-scale resources and
biobanks. By combining population and statistical genetics approaches, researchers can first demonstrate genomewide signatures of founder effects in sub-sets of the H/L
population, and then discover founder disease mutations
segregating there. For example, in the large diverse
BioMe Biobank recruited through the Mount Sinai Health
System in New York City (NYC) (http://www.icahn.
mssm.edu/research/ipm/programs/biome-biobank), over
30% of participants self-report as H/L. IBD sharing
was elevated in H/L participants relative to other population groups, and a further analysis of IBD sharing in H/L
sub-groups, showed the founder effects were pronounced
in some groups and not others. Puerto Rican descent
participants comprise one of the largest H/L founder
populations in the NYC-based BioMe. By linking to
electronic health records, a subsequent IBD-haplotype
based association study uncovered a Mendelian variant
underlying the recessive disorder, Steel Syndrome. Population-level screening for this variant revealed that it
segregates at a frequency of approximately 1–2% within
Puerto Ricans, while being very rare or absent from
elsewhere in the world. This suggests that this is a
founder disease mutation, arisen to this frequency
through processes of genetic drift, with important health
implications for Puerto Ricans [26]. Furthermore, this
provides a new paradigm for incidental detection of some
Mendelian disease variants segregating in H/L populations in large biobanks like the BioMe, All of Us Research
Program and the Million Veterans Program.

Substructure at complex trait variants
The observed degree of differentiation and isolation of
indigenous groups, followed by heterogeneous migration
from other continents, results in the expectation of high
differentiation across modern H/L populations. Consistent with this, across much of the Americas, we see much
higher Fst values than in other continents, even within
countries. These numbers are amplified in many isolated
indigenous groups, where smaller effective population
sizes have resulted in increasing drift. For example, some
population isolates within Mexico show up to 0.14 Fst
values, which are higher than global inter-continental
comparisons such as HapMap CEU versus ASN showing
0.11. Further, condensing population structure to a measure given by single allele frequencies does not capture
the expected variance under admixture, as is almost
ubiquitous in H/L groups.
It is natural then to assume that variants discovered via
association studies will have heterogeneous patterns across
Latin America. This can even affect patterns of replication
in European-derived alleles, as the European component of
H/L groups can be highly variable, and importantly,
www.sciencedirect.com
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experience ancestry-specific drift. In the investigation of
complex traits, much of the seminal work on this has been
performed in asthma, a disease with extreme differences in
prevalence in Latin America, with Mexicans having lowest
global prevalence and Puerto Ricans having the highest
[27]. Consistent with this we observe that Mexicans and
Puerto Ricans have heterogeneous patterns of association
study replication [28], as well as unique signals for asthma
and asthma-associated traits [29]. Similar patterns have
been seen in other disease domains, such as the aforementioned identification of a collagen disorder founder mutation specific to Puerto Ricans, and a highly protective
variant for breast cancer that is common in Mexicans
[30], and a significant risk factor for Type 2 Diabetes
[31,32]. These examples exhibit elevated allele frequencies in the indigenous ancestry component, and consistent
with the demographic patterns observed above, are highly
region-specific, demonstrating the importance of fine-scale
study. This also implies that these variants would be
unlikely to be observed in even the largest studies available
of European-descent individuals.
Extrapolating these to overall patterns of genome architecture for polygenic traits therefore leads to challenges in
interpreting findings. It is well known that the field of
human genetics suffers from an under-representation of
non-European individuals in modern genomic databases
[33,34]. Previously, we have shown that this Europeanfocused ascertainment results in biased polygenic scores
in non-European populations [35], and that modeling of
fine-scale ancestry-specific patterns can improve personalized diagnostics in pulmonary function testing, a polygenic trait [4]. The problem is magnified in admixed
populations. To test these results, we simulate admixed
populations using binomial sampling. Briefly, we prespecify global ancestry patterns reflecting real-world population parameters, draw local ancestry states from those,
then draw allele frequencies from the ancestral components, where parameterizing our draws using marginal
beta distributions allows us to simulate K-way admixture.
We begin with an ancestral causal allele, and derive the
distribution of observed variants across the frequency
spectrum for several populations, including Mexicans
and Puerto Ricans. As observed in Figure 1, given the
global Fst values observed across large populations in
Latin America [36] we expect a large amount of drift
affecting the distribution of allele frequencies. When
compared to the ancestral reference population we
observed that 35.8% of SNPs in the Puerto Rican simulation exhibited a difference in MAF that exceeded 10%,
while for the Mexican simulation this was true for 45.5%
of sites. These mean allele frequencies have a large effect
and contribute significantly to the bias we described
previously in polygenic scores [35]. However, this is
not the sole problem. If we look across the distribution,
we note that the difference in allele frequencies between
individuals in the top and bottom quartiles of the
www.sciencedirect.com

dominant ancestral component, even though they ostensibly are derived from the ‘same population,’ have a larger
change in allele frequencies with 20.4% of sites exhibiting
a difference of 10% when comparing individuals from
the upper and lower quartiles for European ancestry in
Puerto Ricans, and 36.0% of sites for Native American
ancestry in the Mexican simulation. This then argues for a
much more nuanced understanding of fine-scale population structure in the context of medical genetics in H/L
groups. We note that this is a process shared by all groups
that have received recent admixture, yet it is magnified by
the multi-continental ancestry and local differentiation
that underlies the genetic history of H/L populations.

Future research directions
Clearly, the observed heterogeneity across H/L groups
necessitates further exploration and the need for linked
population genetics and medical approaches. This is likely
to be driven by three avenues. The first is the continuation
of targeting specific understudied populations, such as
African-descendant populations in South America (e.g.
[37]). This is critical for understanding genetic patterns
in unique, difficult-to-access populations, and for understanding localized differentiation that can affect medical
discovery, consistent with observations seen in other parts
of the world (e.g. [38]). In particular, the CANDELA
project has proven highly successful as an international
collaboration, leveraging population structure and anthropometric phenotypes to identify novel genetic associations
[39]. For groups with significant immigration into the
United States, there have been opportunities for inclusion
in large genetic studies, both those focusing on H/L groups
[36] and large-scale multi-ethnic studies. Recent initiatives
such as the NHGRI/NIMHD-sponsored Population Architecture using Genomics and Epidemiology Study (PAGE,
www.pagestudy.org) and NHLBI Trans-Omics for Precision Medicine Program (TOPMed, www.nhlbiwgs.org),
have incorporated tens of thousands of H/L individuals
into multiple genomic investigations across a range of
complex traits, while being cognizant of the inherent
diversity present across multiple H/L groups.
A third opportunity for greater H/L inclusion lies in the
growth of biobank repositories comprising electronical
healthcare records and linked genetic data. Across the
United States, we are observing a growing number with
large H/L populations, including the Mount Sinai BioMe
Biobank. National projects such as the Million Veteran
Program (http://www.research.va.gov/mvp) and The All
Of Us Research Program (www.allofus.nih.gov) will include
a large fraction of H/L participants, necessitating further
investigation of the complexities of substructure and health
disparities elucidated by a nuanced understanding of H/L
genetics. However, as previously observed, understanding
these patterns can contribute to novel insight into medical
genomics and human biology. Further, similar efforts to
build local capacity are being carried across Latin America,
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2018, 53:98–104
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Figure 1
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(a) Difference in the allele frequency distribution between a simulated reference ancestral population (in this instance, European), and two
daughter populations simulated using real-world parameters to represent Puerto Ricans and Mexicans. (b) Differences in the allele frequency
distributions between individuals that fall within the upper versus lower quartiles of the dominant ancestral component per simulated population
(namely European and Native American for Puerto Ricans and Mexicans, respectively).

including country-wide initiatives currently ongoing ranging
from multi-institutional consortia in Mexico (www.mxbiobankproject.org) to Peru [6], Brazil [40] and Chile (www.
chilegenomico.cl).

this diversity for improved understanding of H/L populations, comprising roughly one-tenth of humanity, with
ramifications for how we understand the genomes of all
populations throughout the world.

Conclusions
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